
When I was a lad …  Food and drink.

 A Big Mac was something that you wore 

To protect you from a shower  

While Pizza was a town in Italy 

That had a leaning tower. 

Pasta, if  known at all, was just a soggy mess.

And a Takeaway was just subtraction

Leaving you with something less.

Kebab to us was as yet a word unknown.

 

Indian restaurants  had yet to grace a British street,

And Curry was a surname thought  genteel.

Rice was served  as a milky dessert or 'sweet'

But played no part of a main-course meal. 

Bananas and oranges were a most special treat 

On high days and holidays, but quite frequently not. 

Your choice with potato crisps was short and sweet -

With or without salt; that was your lot.

 Pineapples came in chunks straight out of a can

(A whole one was as rare a sight as a yacht).

Brown bread was 'common', the staple of the working man. 

Of course Tea was a must, but  it was made in a pot 

Using proper dried leaves instead of dust in a bag. 

(Never fruit-flavoured or healthily green). 

If coffee was served it was seen as a brag. 

Oh,  and prunes were a laxative, guaranteeing a clean.



We thought cubed sugar was  posh, a kind of imitation.

An up-market  frippery for the trendier crowd.

But sugar back then still enjoyed a good reputation,

And hadn't been damned nor as yet disallowed.

In those far off days our  fish didn't have fingers!

Speaking of fish, the mere thought of eating it raw 

Fills me with a nausea that still lingers

And possibly classes me less than bourgeois.

'Health Food' then was anything edible that filled you.

As for dietary fibre, we didn't know our need.

 Although muesli was available back then it's true,

We just knew it as plain old  cattle feed.

Fat was fat, whether unsaturated or not.

We ate it or drank it according to  tastes

Without ever getting our knickers in a knot,

And mostly heedless to the size of our waists!

Water back then came straight from the tap

Or was laboriously winched from some underground source.

Bottling it for sale  as some kind of trendy foreign crap

Would have beeen  laughed at as a matter of course.

Grown men of our class in those pre-Lager times

Would chug down 'Best Bitter' from a popular draft

With no thought (or knowledge) of wines

To unwind at the end of a hard day's  graft.



Their ladies might, upon occasion, have quietly sipped a gentle

Longlasting  glass of Port and Lemon, or a very bloody Mary.

But, without me being too overtly judgemental,

Lack of Alcopops saved them from turning scary.

Were we then the poorer for this seeming dearth

Of variety and the 'kick' of exotic food and drink?

Maybe so, in fact surely so for what it's worth -

I'm just telling it with a wry smile and friendly wink.
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